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Last week's Cal State annual Spring Fest was a campus-wide success

by Thomas E. Chaffee

CSUSB celebrated its annual Spring Fest on May 12 amidst warm and sunny weather in the central lawn area on the south side of Pfau Library. The Fest consisted of a symbiosis of events that are normally scheduled for other dates and times of the year. The combining of these events contributed to the overall success of Spring Fest.

The day's main activities consisted of Market Day, Battle of the Clubs, Blood Drive, Live Entertainment, Archery Game, and the Car Rally. Market Day activities got an early start with some of the merchants and CSUSB clubs arriving ahead of time to homestead the choice locations with high visibility, shady trees overhead, and the highest potential for pedestrian activity.

An estimated 25 merchants participated and sold everything from Bonsai trees to handcrafted decorations. The Black Faculty and Staff Association, which held a barbecue, was highly successful and obtained more than enough money to fund the 'John Overton Scholarship Award' program.

The Battle of the Clubs attracted larger crowds, during their events, than any other activity. Overall success of six events would determine the victorious club. These included a tug of war contest; an egg roll race which allowed contestants to use only their noses; a dress relay (for the quick change artist); a bat relay; a neck to neck orange pass; and a water balloon toss. One of the officials supervising the competition - Quentin Moses of the Dean of Students Office - commented that the competition was really close but that he thought that Delta Sig was ahead at the halfway point. The competition was so close and fiercely fought between two of the fraternities - the Delta Sigs and Texans - that their scores remained tied for the number one position at the end of the competition. Only after both teams had submitted to the arbitration of a tie-breaker did a decision about who would emerge triumphant result. The Delta Sigs edged out the TKE's for the top position.

"This proves that we're number one on this campus," exclaimed Neal Irving, a CSUSB sophomore majoring in Management. The other Delta Sigs in the area rejoicedfully seconded his claim.

An important part of the competition, and one which added a total of 30 points to the overall score of the team who won in this area, was the designation of a Spirit Breaker to the team deemed most worthy of it. The judges were Socia Reagin, the Student Union Program Coordinator, and Donna Simon, the Assistant Director of the Housing Department. The criteria they used included ratings of sportsmanship, unity and enthusiasm displayed by the team members. "We decided that (the) Latter Day Saints had the most spirit. They even supported other people as they were doing it (participating)," commented Reagin. This support for everyone as a whole as opposed to just their own team members was a major factor considered in making the designation of the award.

The teams showed good sportsmanship and all could be considered winners in that they all benefited from the sense of 'esprit de corps' that was shared by all. The mobile blood bank accommodated the limited facilities of the mobile unit only 12 people could be processed an hour. In the afternoon the unit experienced some difficulties when its generators failed to work. After an hour delay, however, blood donations continued. Dorinda Thurman, Health Services Assistant, emphasized the importance of the blood drive, "It's a lifesaving device. If we don't give blood somebody else may die because they won't have the blood available for them."

Management. The other Delta Sigs in the area rousesiously seconded his claim.

Anyone who was not able to donate blood for one reason or another are urged to donate at the San Bernardino Blood Bank. They can ask for it to be credited to the Cal State Blood Reserve Fund. It is suggested that all who wish to donate blood, aged Ado, which is based out of the Los Angeles area, provided the live entertainment portion of the day's activities. The band was formed while its members were majoring in music at Northern Arizona University. Many of their musical themes were developed while there, and deal with topics such as the relocation of the American Indian and the problems of man not being able to exist peacefully with nature of himself. The vocals might be compared to those of 'Crosby, Stills and Nash', or to those of the 'Eagles'. Rock instruments added to the overall messages the group conveyed through their music.

See Spring Fest pg. 11

End of the World party receives news coverage

By Ted Fisher
Managing Editor

ASProductions' End-of-the-World Party drew nationwide press attention as students "partied like there's no tomorrow." Striking a chord in the midst of Nostradamus madness, the party attracted notice as far as Canada, Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Scenes of rowdy, beer-drinking CSUSB students carousing appeared on the local news broadcasts of KABC (channel seven) and KNBC (channel four). Their adopted motto is 'Drink like there's no tomorrow' said Eyewitness News reporter Dana James. James interviewed party organizer Brian Wood, who wore a hard hat and Red Cross clothing.

ASProductions Chair Wood and Chronicle Editor Kim Schnepp were interviewed live on the telephone by radio stations in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Dayton, Ohio, and British Columbia, Canada. Reports of the party were carried on the front page of The San Bernardino Sun newspaper, distributed on the Associated Press and United Press International wire services, and broadcast on the 'Today' show and 'Good Morning America.'

"The amount of press coverage we got was phenomenal," said Wood. "It drew me away. It was totally unexpected." Peter Wilson, Dean of Students, felt the publicity was "great" and reflected pride on Cal State in a positive light, showing "students having fun." CSUSB has been acknowledged in the past for its high faculty/student ratio, and small classroom size, but has had a reputation for being very quiet and slow.

The party, organized by the ASProductions Entertainment Committee, was held to provide one last night of celebration before May 10, a date some believe sixteenth-century seer Nostradamus foresaw as the End-of-the-World.

THE FINAL OVERALL PLACES AND SCORES FOR THE CLUBS CONSISTED OF:

1st place - Delta Sigs 470 pts (won tie-breaker)
2nd place - TKE 470 pts
3rd place - Latter Day Saints Student Assoc 320 pts (this includes 30 pts for winning the spirit award)
4th place - Coyote Hockey 220 pts
5th place - Alpha Phi 60 pts

The Newman and Vietnamese clubs also participated in the day's activities.
I'll tell you why tomorrow

By Ted Fisher
Managing Editor

Sometimes, very soon, I'm going to start getting around to reading that book on procrastination.

I bought it because I thought it was one of those 'How-to' books. I walked out of the bookstore looking forward to very useful advice on putting off visits to the optometrist, dentist, or doctor, on avoiding doing homework on time, and on delaying cleaning or working or for that matter anything considered 'character-building' or 'responsible'. I smiled as I walked to my car, which I am going to wash in the near future.

I drove to my parents' house, and sat in front of the television. I often read and watch TV at the same time, it's a bad habit I'm going to break when I get to work later.

I switched on the television and found it in the middle of some more TV and got back to you before the end of the season, oh my dear.

Kim Schnepp
Editor in Chief

---

Reruns reactivate editor's column

Hi! I'm back again. I couldn't stand the competition from Mr. Fisher's humorous editorials, but I've decided to brave the Cal State critics once again.

The Chronicle staff actually met deadline this week and now, unfortunately I owe three pizzas. Small bribes seem to motivate them, so next week they get prime rib. Needless, to say I was at a loss as to what to write about this week as usual. I decided to sit down and watch television and get some ideas. I watched 'The Cosby Show'. It was an episode in which they looked back at past episodes.

I began to notice a trend. As I flipped through the TV Guide, I began to notice a trend. I realized the half the comedy sitcoms were doing the same thing. It seemed as if all of the past years episodes were compiled into 60 minutes of entertainment. As for the rest of the shows, well, they were all reruns.

I wondered why I had to sit through this barrage of shows I had already seen earlier this year. Then it hit me. THE WRITERS STRIKE. Of course, there are no writers to write new material. These men and women who hold the fate of our favorite t.v. characters in their pens are on strike.

I then felt a familiarity in this situation. Television - no writers, The Chronicle - few writers. So what if The Chronicle went into reruns? We could compile everyone's favorite columns into the editing columns into one section. Next we could make one big 'This Week in TKE' with Topper's favorite party blunders. How about a photo spread of the 10 best Greek pictures from the past year.

Then we could pick the funniest personalizes of the year. Our favorite A.S.I. profiles would include Mr. Wood and Mr. Hickman. Entertainment page could recap the best and worst bands in the pub this past year.

Hey, we could even experiment for election results. My favorite rerun would be the clip art section (you know - space fillers). Then we could spotlight controversial issues from the past year, if we could find that issue.

Would it work? Well, I don't know. I'll have to sit down, watch some more TV and get back to you before the end of the season, oh my dear.

Kim Schnepp
Editor in Chief

---

Topper responds to criticisms

Dear Editor,

This is in response to Susan 'Elisa' McClain's letter of May 12, 1988. Ms. McClain's letter criticizes two things: the journalism of the Chronicle and the weekly TKE article. I will address her criticism of both items.

In her letter Ms. McClain states, "Unfortunately, it seems that bad journalism DOES make it into the paper..." Yes, Ms. McClain, the Chronicle is not perfect. Journalism. The Chronicle contains errors. An English professor would frown upon some of the sentences that get printed in CSUSB's student paper. However, it is important to remember that the Chronicle staff consists of students, not professional journalists. In their learning process, the staff makes mistakes and moves to correct them. The Chronicle is not the LA Times or the New York Times; students make mistakes and learn. However, I should point out that the majority of errors that get printed in CSUSB's student paper are not from the TKE article.

In the second half of Ms. McClain's letter, she addresses the TKE article, of which I am the writer. Ms. McClain, in reference to the TKE article, you state that, "...this particular article goes beyond reporting news or anything that seems to be of remote interest to the general populace of this campus..." However, you support this comment without a shred of evidence. Did you happen to poll the 'general populace' to determine the interest in my article? Futhermore, if you proclaim yourself as the representative of the general populace, then why did your interest in my article peak at your taking the time to type a letter to the editor about my article?

Ms. McClain, the TKE article is not original journalism, and is not designed specifically to inform the general populace. In your letter, you write, "Since when is a fictitious name for a by line proper journalism?" In my article, Ms. McClain, I incorporate humor which often includes the use of nicknames. In my view, humor and nicknames are far more entertaining than the proper name. You might find it in The Wall Street Journal. For example if you were a Omega, you might be referred to as, 'Mr. Complain', or perhaps, 'Ms. Raise Cain', or even 'Ms. McPain'. Nicknames tend to make my article more fun to read.

I write the TKE article in the interest of the TKE and the Greek community. I strive to make the TKE article interesting to the campus as a whole. Ms. McClain, you are probably correct when you assumed that there are those on our campus that don't read the TKE article. I suggest you join their ranks. As a freedom loving American, you exercise the right to read only what you want to read. No one is holding a gun up to your head, compelling you to read the TKE article. I don't read the horoscopes because I have the choice not to. As to your problem with the article, I offer a simple solution: Don't read it.

Sincerely,
Scott M. Thompson
Topper
Money-spitting machine to arrive in July

by Thomas E. Chaffee

The San Bernardino County Central Credit Union (SBCCCU) has been awarded the contract for providing automated teller machines (ATM) to CSUSB. Many financial institutions in the local area were offered the opportunity to purchase needed ATM equipment, but in the final analysis it was determined that SBCCCU had the most attractive package of services and benefits for this campus community.

The Student Union building will be the home of the ATM. The scheduled location will be the bay window just outside the pep area. This location was selected from among the other possibilities because of the heightened security an indoor 'money machine' would provide, and also for the central position it will occupy on the campus in coming years.

Library holds book sale

Please be advised that the Pfla Library, CSUSB, will be having a book sale on Thursday, May 26, 1988 from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Hundreds of used and new books on all topics will be for sale at bargain prices. Although a few 'treasures' will be specially priced, most of the books will be sold at 50 cents for hardcover books, 25 cents for large paperbacks, 20 cents for hardcover books, and 10 cents for loose magazines and pamphlets. From 4:00-5:30 p.m. there will be a "clearance sale" of remaining books at $3.00 per bag.

The sale will be held at the north end of the building. All proceeds from the sale will be used to purchase new books for the library.

Cal State cancels study classes

California State University at Northridge officials cancelled three courses -- one about 90 students -- April 29, saying the classes were essentially phantom.

Few of the students had even met the independent study course instructors, CSU spokesman Ann Salibury said, and those who had were told they could get good grades if they sold real tickets for a nonprofit foundation begun by one of the instructors.

'I personally don't know who was even in charge of the class," said one of the students, Whitaker told the Associated Press. "My understanding was that the proceedings were going to be charity, and the grade was contingent on how much we sold."

See "Study" p. 6

Mock law class held

Thursday May 19, 8:00 p.m. Sycamore Room, Lower Commons. This event, sponsored by the Pre-Law Association, is great way for interested students to experience what a first-year law school class will be like. The class will be conducted by a law professor from a San Diego law school. It's free and open to the public. For more information, call Jill at 798-2423 or Jeb at 689-7006.

YAF presents speaker

Charles Wiley, of Accuracy in Media, will speak at California State University, San Bernardino on Thursday, May 15, at 12:00 p.m. in one of the Plau Library Mr. Wiley will talk and answer questions from the audience concerning U.S. foreign policy issues, including the soon to be held Mideast Summit.

Young Americans for Freedom, America's largest conservative youth organization, is sponsoring an O.S. campus event and invites everyone to attend and ask Mr. Wiley questions.

Blood Drive on campus is a great success

By Julie Calderon

The blood drive held May 12, 1988 on campus was a great success, according to Elaine Burkholler, Clinical Assistant of the Student Health Center. This year, instead of using the Student Health Center, the Bloodmobile from the San Bernardino County Blood Bank was utilized. The reasoning was that the bloodmobile would be more visual, especially on Thursday when Springfest was taking place. This reasoning paid off. There was quite a large turnout -- 60 donors.

The blood drive, which is held several times a year, is sponsored by the Student Health Advisory Committee. Incentives to donors this year were free cholesterol testing and a drawing for various gift certificates in which there were 20 winners. But the biggest incentive of all comes from the results of donating: "I always donate to save a life," says Elaine Burkholler, Clinical Assistant.

Alaska Airlines offers discount for college students

By Tom Connelly

To qualify for the special fare, college students must present "School's Out Fare" coupon and proof of full-time student status at an accredited school, college or university. The coupon will be distributed through student newspapers, and will be available through travel agencies and at Alaska Airlines' sales offices and ticket counters.

Seats may be limited and travel must be completed by June 30, 1988. Students may be required to show proof of full-time student status before boarding the aircraft. More information may be obtained from travel agents or Alaska Airlines.

American Poetry Association sponsors new poetry contest

Charles E. M. Wright, poet laureate of the American Poetry Association, is sponsoring a new poetry contest that awards $10,000 worth of prizes to undiscovered poets. The Grand Prize winner gets $1,000.00, and 150 other winning poems will receive cash, certificate, and book. The deadline for entry is June 30. Entry is free.

Two of our recent winners were students, said John F. D. Schaefer, of the Poetry Association. "After school is closed students will still have plenty of time to send us poems by June 30th. We enjoy seeing young work so we have a deadline they can easily meet." Interested poets may send up to five poems of no more than 20 lines each, with name and address on each page to American Poetry Association, Dept. PN-57, 250 W. Street Street, P.O. Box 1803, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1803. Poems mailed by June 30 are eligible to win, postmarked by June 30. Another contest begins July 1, and entries are due December 31, prizes by February 28. Poems are judged on originality and presentation, and every poem is considered for publication.

In the last six years the American Poetry Association has sponsored 25 contests and awarded over $87,000.00 in prizes to more than 2,400 winning poets.
Frisbee vs. Aerobie: The fight goes on

The battle of what to throw during study breaks

by Mike O'Keefee


There has, in short, been no shortage of issues on American campuses this spring, but none may have affected so many collegians on a daily basis as the Battle of What to Throw During Study Breaks.

In it the Frisbee, for decades arguably the most visible sign of spring on campuses, is being challenged for students' affection by a relatively new toy: the Aerobic.

"Since I brought the fantastic Aerobic on campus, it has been the center of attendance and, my favorite at the Frisbee are covered with cobwebs," Kirk Philipps, a University of Missouri-Rolla student, wrote in a letter to Superflight Inc., the California Aerobic manufacturer.

"When a Frisbee dreams, it dreams it's an Aerobic," added Peter Weishahn, a student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Still, Superflight and Wham-o, which manufacture Frisbees, see their products as complementing, rather than competing, with each other.

While Aerobies -- which are those plastic rings that look a little like Frisbees without centers -- can soar much farther than Frisbees, says Superflight President Alan Adler, the engineer who developed the flying ring, they're not good for traditional disk sports such as Frisbee golf or ultimate Frisbee.

"Most use them for a game of catch," said Adler. "They go too far for golf or ultimate."

"They're different. They're not mutually exclusive," said Scott Zimmerman, a California State Polytechnic University student who's one of the top disk players in the nation, "it's not a legitimate comparison."

The Aerobic, says Zimmerman, "is a little more forgiving. It flies straighter with less effort."

Zimmerman should know. He set a Guinness World Record in 1985 when he threw a Aerobic 1,125 feet, longer than 3 football fields lined up end to end.

But the push for the student mark hasn't bothered Wham-o yet, Roddick asserts. While he wouldn't volunteer what Frisbee's sales are, he added, "my guess is that aerobics have not hurt Wham-o at all."

When prodded, however, Roddick concides the picnic player -- the less-than-serious player who'll take a study break with anything that flies -- probably would buy only one of the toys.

"They go with the ebb and flow," Roddick says, "and buy whatever they saw last in an ad or in the park."

Adler, of course, says people buy Aerobies because they're fun in and of themselves.

Still, at least publically, Roddick says competition between the toys is a non-issue. We wish them well.

"We have friendly relations with Wham-o, adds Adler, "I like to think that no one's mad at me."

Champion Zimmerman wax poetic in his hopes for disk coexistence. "Playing catch is the oldest sport, except for running. Disks are a natural progression of evolution. It's beautiful to see them flying through the air. There's something special about that."

Local judge tells students that school can bar debtors from taking their final exams

A local judge told students at Tuskegee Institute the school is free to bar them from class and from taking final exams if they still owe the college money.

Circuit Judge Howard F. Bryan initially placed Tuskegee officials under a 10-day restraining order April 27, saying the promissory note the students signed (in January) clearly indicated they couldn't keep some 2,000 students from taking finals.

But when Payton reminded students in mid-April that they needed to make their final payments before being allowed into the last week of classes and tests, the campus's student government -- arguing Payton should have announced the crackdown sooner -- organized a sit-in and, finally, an appeal to the judge.

"The university," Johnson explained, "is saying the promissory note the students signed (in January) clearly indicated they had to pay."

Bryan then lifted the restraining order April 29, noting Tuskegee hadn't had the chance to argue its case in court and that students had plenty of advance notice that they'd have to pay. campus spokeswomen John J. Johnson reported.

Tuskegee had started a new program in which students could pay off their tuition, fees and loans monthly. Payton said the idea was to ease students' money woes a little.

But when Payton reminded students in mid-April that they needed to make their final payments before being allowed into the last week of classes and tests, the campus's student government -- arguing Payton should have announced the crackdown sooner -- organized a sit-in and, finally, an appeal to the judge.

"The university," Johnson explained, "is saying the promissory note the students signed (in January) clearly indicated they had to pay."

Bryan then lifted the restraining order April 29, noting Tuskegee hadn't had the chance to argue its case in court and that students had plenty of advance notice that they'd have to pay. campus spokeswomen John J. Johnson reported.

Tuskegee had started a new program in which students could pay off their tuition, fees and loans monthly. Payton said the idea was to ease students' money woes a little.
Kitt Mele Jumps Right In For ASI

by Julie Calderon

It has been said that there are more women than men in the world. Kitt Mele has a hard time believing this. As the only female BOD member, representing Dual Majors & Interdisciplinary Studies, Kitt questions why there are not more women taking part in student government activities. "I don't know why women are in student government activities. "I really urge women to become involved with ASI." She emphasizes, "There are so many different committees that you could get involved in anything that was right down your line of interest."

Being the sole female Board member, however, has not kept Kitt from jumping right in. Two weeks ago, she joined other ASI members on a trip to Sacramento where she came into contact with both local and State leaders. The purpose of the weekend tour was to lobby for CSU student issues. "I'd love to become a lobbyist," states Kitt with a gleam in her eye. Who would she like to lobby for? "I tend to stay away from corporate interests...I'm more concerned about social issues and how they affect the human condition." These qualities will surely help her in her future career as an attorney.

Another of Mele's interests is Spanish civilization. "I love Spanish. I love the culture...the literature...the people," she says enthusiastically. She loved them so much that she chose to spend a year getting to know the people she speaks so highly about. "I spent '85-'86 there (in Mexico City) and now I'm the representative here (CSUSB) for the International program...I'm a recruiter." The program, which all 19 CSU campuses participate in, was a truly positive experience for Mele. About the people she stayed with, she says, "They're great. They are like my family." She encourages others to participate, pointing out that it was an exciting experience as well as inexpensive.

After obtaining two degrees in June, one in Spanish and the other in Business Administration, Kitt will return to CSUSB in the Fall to work towards a see "Mele" pg. 14
The Chronicle May 18, 1988
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Schools adopt tougher penalties for racist behavior

Anti-racism protests force changes at colleges

by Michael O'Keeffe

The anti-racism protests that have closed up buildings, attracted police, provoked suspensions and sit-ins, and generally rocked dozens of campuses in recent months are, in fact, forcing changes at American colleges, activists and observers now say.

Scores of schools have adopted tougher penalties for students who engage in racist behavior.

Others have adopted more aggressive programs to recruit more minority students and faculty members, and the efforts are starting to pay off.

The University of Georgia, for example, on April 28 proudly announced it had recruited 15 new black teachers. At the same time, a Brandeis University poll of 13 peer schools found minority student applications for the fall were, on average, three times as large as applications the year before.

"Protests," said Dr. Delores A. Austin of the University of California at Santa Barbara, "are a direct result of student demands, not independent innovations."

"We tend to be skeptical,"

said Meyer Weinberg, a University of Massachusetts education professor who has studied campus racism.

Randall University of Michigan, he said, failed to reach a court-mandated goal of 5 percent black enrollment last fall, despite repeated efforts. "The university hasn't paid off."

When minority students occupied a University of Massachusetts building in February to call for stiffer penalties for white students who attacked a black student, Weinberg noted, there was "a long history of complaints to administrators left unanswered."

"It's understandable to be skeptical,"

Ransby concurred that "a very important aspect of the protests is that the students involved are not the rabble rousers the administration may portray them to be. They're by far the most articulate students who are participating in demonstrations. They're learning about society, laws, about how the campus works."

Such knowledge, she added, will help them play a bigger role in future civil rights efforts, and probably spark more campus anti-racism efforts now.

"There's been some talk about a growing student movement," Ransby said. "I believe it's embryonic stages now. We can expect to see a lot more of this."

Many educators say they welcome the new sense of empowerment.

While minority students charged a recent New Jersey Department of Higher Education conference on campus racial tensions was little more than a public relations move, state chancellor T. Edward Hollander -- who initially tried to stop the students from speaking out -- said, "I've waited 10 years for students to show that kind of interest."

Activists add the nationwide racial turmoil has changed many white classmates, too.

While Austin found many whites who said they resented minority students' complaints, many have come to understand minority students' problems for the first time.

"It's opened up communication with white students," said Ivan Davis, an Emory University student who organized an initiative that helped the black professor deny tenure at the university. "For some whites it's been an eye-opening experience."

But Penn State officials -- who called in police to arrest 89 students at an early April rally for more minority teachers on campus -- said the demonstration hurt their efforts to attract more minorities to the school.

"The timing couldn't be worse," said Scott Healy, director of admissions.

"When you show a student being escorted out of a building in handcuffs, it isn't a positive image of education."

Austin, however, says the minorities she's interviewed all plan to stay in school -- and tell other minorities to attend UCSC -- in part because they feel they're forcing some changes.

They're similarly heartened by schools' willingness to respond to them. "At least here, we're working on it," she said. "Colleges are doing a lot to convince minorities that they know they're not alone, but they want them on campus to help with the problem."

Blood drive turns up 15 AIDS victims

AIDS rumor grips Pennsylvania campus

(CPS) -- In what could be the first of many college AIDS panics to come, the approach of a mid-April blood drive scared a good portion of the Clarion University of Pennsylvania community into worrying that AIDS (acquired immune deficiency syndrome) was loose on campus.

"This is absolutely rumor, with no truth to it," Patricia Bledsoe of the campus R-1 Cross chapter told The Clarion Call, the student paper.

Bledsoe was reacting to a rumor that a January campus blood drive had turned up 15 people who had AIDS, an invariably fatal virus that destroys victims' immune systems.

AIDS can be spread through sexual contact and the sharing of intravenous needles with infected people. In 1985, blood banks discovered some of their supplies were infected with the AIDS virus. They now routinely test supplies for the virus before using them.

Blood banks also routinely 'defer' donations given by people with colds, who are using some kind of medication or, perhaps, have the flu.

Bledsoe guessed the blood bank may have "deferred" several such flu cases in January, and that the action subsequently was attributed to AIDS.

But a new federal program, which will anonymously test some 300,000 collegians for AIDS nationwide during the 1988-89 school year, suggests the Clarion scare won't be the last.

In the program, students won't know when some of the blood they've given -- either as a donation or as part of a physical exam at their campus clinics -- is sent to the CDC for AIDS testing, or even if their campus is one of the 30 schools the CDC is trolling for blood.

They also won't know the test's results.

Dr. Margaret Bridwell said in announcing the program in early April.

The program's purpose, Bridwell explained, was to find out how widespread the virus on American campuses, and help discover if it has infected significant numbers of women and heterosexual males.

"There are no grounds for anxiety," counseled Miguel Garcia-Tunon of the American College Health Association when asked if the secrecy of the program might not provide fertile grist for rumors and fears.

Garcia-Tunon, in fact was "heartened" by the Clarion case, figuring it showed that AIDS-infected blood probably would be stopped before being funneled into the nation's blood supply.

"Study" cont.

CSU is "investigating" Eleazu S. Obi­na, the faculty member whose United Crusade Fund, according to the demonstration, helped the student from speaking. Obina was to receive the monies raised by student raffle ticket sales, and William J. Bellamy, a first-year lecturer at the school, Salisbury added.

Obina asserted he required 45 hours of course work, and that students got grades in the classes -- which were supposed to be about African history and culture -- according to their work in surrounding minority communities.

Until the investigation is complete, students will get no credit for the course, said Salisbury.
CSUSB to host Coyote Classic 5-10K run

by Thomas E. Chaffee

CSUSB will hold the Associated Students Inc. sponsored first annual "Coyote classic" 5 and 10 kilometer run this Saturday, May 21, on the university grounds. Students and members of the public are welcome to attend this event which will begin at 8 a.m. for the 5K (3.1 miles) and at 8:30 a.m. for the 10K (6.2 miles) event. For those individuals who have not yet registered to run, late registration will begin at 6:15 a.m. on the race day. The registration fee is $14 including a race T-shirt or $9 without the T-shirt. Trophies will be awarded to the overall male and female winners of both 5K and 10K runs. Medals will be awarded to the first three individuals in the prescribed age categories. The course to be run is certified and measured by the Athletic Congress/USA and consists of flat level areas with occasional slight inclines. Water stops, first aid stations and mile times will be provided.

Individuals who want to participate in some way but not necessarily to run will be welcomed as volunteers to help with the race. Those interested can contact Brian Summerfield in care of the Associated Students Office. Further questions can be answered at the race phone number: (714) 887-7494.

Congratulations Coyote Baseball team for a great season

Cheerleader tryouts

Photo by Lenore Rydel

$500.00 Scholarship

Attn. Marketing, Business, Finance, Computer Science, Economics, or Accounting Majors

Work for us part-time or full-time during the summer and you can be a WINNER!

Call our local office and find out how you can become eligible!

Los Angeles
(213) 487-0130
Contact: Jan Koch

San Fernando Valley
(818) 710-1800
Contact: Marianne Hochhaus

Orange County
(714) 973-1783
Contact: Robin Anderson

South Bay & Long Beach
(213) 373-0922
Contact: Moira Finnerty

San Gabriel Valley
(626) 795-2202
Contact: Marilyn Lenaburg

Inland Empire
(714) 824-2070
Contact: Gail Wheeler

100% Employer Paid Agency
Left: Gerald Duncan, batting for the "Hoopla" team, readies his bat for the kill.

Below left: Dan Healy lines one into the air while playing against the "Hoopla" team.

Below center: An "ROTC Coyotes" baserunner crosses the plate, beating out a throw from a "Cashouse Gang" fielder.

Below right: Two teams wrap up a game with a parade of high-fives.

Right: With an underhand sweep of his arm, Delta Sigma Phi pitcher Dave Gabonay lets a ball into the air.
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Critters 2: The Main Course" Leaves you with a permanent feeling

by Pat Jankiewicz

"Critters 2: The Main Course" Say, when's the last time you saw the Easter Bunny hop through the window of a church, snap a cross and keel over an altar? Well, here's your chance with "Critters 2: The Main Course," a sequel to New Line Cinema's popular "Critters."

For those of you who missed the first one at the movies, on cable, on video and regular T.V. (Where were you guys??), Critters are voraciously hungry little space monsters who resemble reptilian porcupines crossed with the Tasmanian Devil. Although none of the original critters made it out of Fart One alive, they did leave a cache of eggs in a barn. Unfortunately, the little hick town of Grover's Bend, Kansas found the eggs and are using them for the Easter Hunt. "Critters 2" takes the standard horror movie scenario: "The Town Under Siege By: 'The Birds,' 'The Bees,' or 'The Blob,' and dumps the cliche on it's head, with a sarcastically funny/scary movie. When the Critters start their onslaught they eat pitbulls, cows, the Easter Bunny, telephone linemen, and the film is genuinely frightening. The Critters manage to be scary, cute and funny simultaneously.

Writer/director Mick Garris (He wrote the better episodes of Steven Spielberg's "Amazing Stories") keeps the film moving at a fast, spirited clip. Nothing is ever played too broadly. Garris gives "Critters 2" a tone much like "The Far Side" comic strip: like the strip, the film balances between horror and black comedy. A critter bites a tire and inflates like a balloon, an alien chameleon turns into a Playboy centerfold, complete with a staple in the middle, Outer Space aliens and Earthbound grandmothers agree red meat is bad, and there's a shoot-out in a fast-food restaurant called "The Hungry Heifer," whose jingle invites you to come on down to the Hungry Heifer for a Moo-shake and some creamy Buffalo Chips.

Another scene pokes fun at all the Universal horror flicks from the '40s and '50s, where townsfolk band together to waste Frankenstein, Wolfman, or Gillman. The Sheriff puts the townsfolk into a posse to combat what he calls "Man-eating Dustmops," and reminds them "The only thing you can lose is your lives."

There's even a cameo by Tom McLoughlin, the esteemed director of the immortal "Friday The 13th VI: Jason Lives." The film also sets a first...a man-eating yam-ball!

"Critters 2" defiantly leaves you with a permanent feeling after seeing this spectacular film. The movie is one that will have an effect on all who see it. The film is a very accurate account of what family and friends go through after someone close to them is eaten by a Critter. The actors and actresses in this movie are mostly newcomers.

Movie review

"Critters 2; The Main Course"

Leaves you with a permanent feeling

by Pat Jankiewicz
When you party remember to...

Don't get wrecked. If you're not sober— or you're not sure— let someone else do the driving.

A message provided by this newspaper and Beer Drinkers of America

BEER DRINKERS OF AMERICA
PARTY SMART
National Headquarters
2900-D Bristol St., Suite 201
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714/557-2337

Spring Fest cont.

A member of the audience, Woody Burns (a junior majoring in accounting) enthusiastically stated, "I like it. I'm a progressive rocker myself and I enjoy listening to the groups that do that type of thing." Burns compared the music to that of the rock group "Kansas".

Future plans for the band include a possible musical tour of the west and the expected release of an album entitled "Awakening" next month.

The car rally commenced at 6:30 p.m. in the dorm parking lot. A total of seven cars, four teams, and two teams participated in the course that wound through the streets of several local cities. The rally was a test of one's navigational and driving skills in following the 55 sets of directions that were given to each team. The team closest to the 'ideal' time, either early or late, would win the competition.

The Car Rally concluded at 8 p.m. in the dorm parking lot. A total of seven cars, four teams, and two teams participated in the course that wound through the streets of several local cities. The rally was a test of one's navigational and driving skills in following the 55 sets of directions that were given to each team. The team closest to the 'ideal' time, either early or late, would win the competition.

Eliza McClain (a senior majoring in Political Science) admitted to getting lost a few times along the route. The winners of the rally, Bill Begorre and Dawn Hudson, felt that the course was planned out very well. "I was just surprised that we completed the course", Begorre commented. The event lasted about an hour and everyone seemed to have a good time, even though two of the entrants never completed the route. Who knows, they may still be driving around.

The day's festivities finally came to a close, but the memories of this multifaceted fest will linger on.

Vote June 7th!

Vote "YES on Prop. 71" and "NO on Prop. 72" votes to update the spending limit.

As faculty in The California State University, we are concerned about your education. If you don't fight for yourself, you cannot expect anyone else to.

Please join thousands of other students and faculty and fight for California's future.

Vote "YES on Prop. 71" and "NO on Prop. 72"

Contributed by the California Faculty Association, 8359 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 520, Los Angeles, CA 90045

California's 10 year old spending limit, sponsored by Mr. Paul Gann, threatens to raise your tuition and increase student/faculty ratios.

If we don't update the limit, education, police, senior health care, and other vital public services will be cut almost $23 billion over the next 10 years.

Mr. Gann agrees that his spending limit should be changed.

But, he has joined with private developers in proposing Prop. 72, a different change to the spending limit that will take more than $700 million away from education and other public services next year alone.

We need your "YES on Prop. 71" and "NO on Prop. 72" votes to update the spending limit.

And you're still smoking?
Delta Sigs are alive and well

Although our fraternity has been very quiet as far as articles for the Chronicle we’ve been very active. We won the battle of the clubs just barely defeating our worthy Greek Adversaries the men of Tau Kappa Epsilon. We are now gearing up to continue the Delta Sig Dynasty over Greek Week under the fearless leadership of Gregg Shaugnessy and his committee. Be assured that we will be prepared to once again take the top spot.

Our fraternity is also gearing up to receive the new brothers of Theta class into the brotherhood of the DSD. According to “Pops” their active night ranked up there among the tops. It also provided us a way to “go out with a bang.” A special thanks goes out to the pledges for providing an excellent place and time for the brothers to let loose. But remember a good party is not going to get you into the fraternity, only hard work and perseverance will help you obtain the coveted title of an Active Brother of Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity. Good luck in your endeavors gentlemen.

GREEK WEEK EVENTS

Monday: Kick-Off Party in pub 8:00pm Movie: 9:00pm “Animal House”

Tuesday: 11:45 Javelin Throw 12:15 Toga Contest 12:30 Tricycle Race 1:00 Chariot Race

Wednesday: Greek Week Fair 10:30-3:00 in front of library

Thursday: 11:30-1:30 Picnic Day

Friday: 10:30 Volleyball Tournament 8:00pm PARTY

Pledges treat Delta Sigs to a party

Saturday, May 7th, the active members of Delta Sigma Phi were treated to an awesome party by their pledges. This party gave the pledges one last opportunity before initiation to illustrate their commitment to the fraternity and their readiness to enter the cherished cadre of Delta Sig brotherhood. However, on the lighter side, it was a good excuse for the brothers to get together and have a good time.

After the “Brothers Only” portion of the party had ended outside guests were admitted and by this time the party was really rocking giving many of the party goers an opportunity to relieve some of the midterm stress by going completely wild and crazy. All in all the party was great and like all good parties there will be stories, some funny, some embarrassing depending on who you are. However, the important point is that everyone had a good time and the Pledges of Delta Sigma Phi did a fine job throwing a first class social bash, an event that could only be accomplished by proper planning, responsibility, and cooperation. Consequently, the active members of Delta Sigma Phi give their sincere thanks to the pledges for illustrating their undisputed commitment to our fraternity.

The Alpha Phi’s excited about Zeta Pledges

The Alpha Phi’s are excited about their Zeta Pledge Class! The Zeta’s have been working hard to keep up on their history of Alpha Phi and to earn all the points needed to make it to that long awaited day, INITIATION! Before that day arrives there are plenty of other fun events for the Pledges to participate in. One particular week of fun, excitement, suspense and seriousness begin May 7th to the 20th. Inspiration Week, as it is called, is special for the Zeta’s primarily because it involves serious thinking about what lies ahead concerning their future as Alpha Phi’s. To make this week a success the Actives will also participate in the events and will be there for the Pledges when ever needed.

The Actives would like to congratulate the Zeta Pledge Class on excellent test scores, participation in events, readiness to help others, desire to succeed, and unity as a whole. Each member has put forth time and effort to make Alpha Phi rewarding and memorable not only for themselves, but for the whole chapter. The Zeta’s are: Cathy Ayres, Kelly Bolen, Jennifer Bilyeu, Tracey Cohen, Loretta Delgado, Hilary Bobrow, and Shannon Miller.

Good Luck Pledges!!!!!!!

From the Actives

Greeks

Greek council positions filled

Elections are finally over and the new officers have taken their positions. Lori Sabin has now taken the helm of Greek Programming and anticipates an excellent job from her. The other officers are: David Timms; Vice President, Lisa Clarke; Secretary, and Jeff Shewart; Treasurer, Cathy Jackson; Fundraising Chairman, and Tracy Draper; Social Chairman. We are looking forward to a prosperous year for Greek Week.

Greek Week is just around the corner and Tracy Draper’s committee is busy laying up all the loose ends. The people have done a great job and it should be a terrific week. The Delta Sigs and other fraternities are looking to repeat their performance of last year. This year we’ll have two new participants, the TKE’s and Phi Beta Sigmas, who will be running for the top spot. Greek Council would like to wish all the participants good luck!

This week in Teke

by Topper

Tau Kappa Epsilon is proud to announce our newest active members. They are: Fred Abejo, Mark Cosby, Richard Hanlin, Dan Page and Brett Sam. Congratulations on your active status and your fellow brothers look forward to seeing your achievement continue for the rest of your lives.

This week in Teke the men of Tau Kappa Epsilon and TKE Little Sisters traveled to local elementary school Bonnie Oehl, where principal and TKE advisor Harrold Volkommer has established a tutoring program for the children there. Every Thursday, Teke and sisters spend a couple hours tutoring youngsters form English to arithmetic. Mr. Volkommer was pleased with the children’s response as he commented, “The children are very anxious to learn from a college student on a one-on-one basis. Often we have two or more children per Teke.” TKE also encourages scholarship at Bonnie Oehl as every month, two students are awarded TKE of the Month and are presented a T-shirt and a certificate to commemorate the students’ merit. Tau Kappa Epsilon officially “adopted” Bonnie Oehl in September, and under Principle Volkommer’s direction, will continue to support the students there. On the sports scene, the TKE Atom-Smashers have captured first place in their softball division, as they downed their latest opponent. Team TKE, currently undefeated, was helped by an incredible record, Coach Tom Lescher had this to say, “I’m not surprised…”

Get your Survival Card today! The men of TKE are currently distributing the latest campus sensation, the Survival Card, which features discounts on everything from pizza to donuts! Tackle a Teke today and demand the good- \- they’ll love you for it.

In other news, brother Zippy finally got that second job at Anheuser-Busch to accompany his current job as a meat-cutter. Zippy reflected on his two jobs, stating, “Now I can be around the two things that I love most!”

Next week: the house finally gets the time share that Bruce and Kurt’s Karmann Ghia gets inhabited by a family of shrews, and Todd Campbell goes from sleeping on lawns to park benches.
Students duke it out

Students duke it out

Photo by Lenore Ryden

HAIR WIZARDS
Salon & BEAUTY SUPPLIES
131 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino
883-4111
OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS
No Appointment Necessary
STUDENTS 20% OFF Regular Price
Offers not valid with others

COUPON
WIZARD CUT
MEN & WOMEN $9
Includes Shampoo & Cut
Long Hair Extra

COUPON
NEXXUS PERMS $25
Perm only
Long Hair Extra

COUPON
Highlight or Weaving $25

PARADISE TANNING RESORT
& BEACH ACCESSORIES
2186 N. Lugo St.
San Bernardino
882-1717

WOLFF SYSTEMS
German Imported Hi-Tech
*Cooling *Stereo Headphones

GRADUATING IN JUNE?
If so, we have a program designed especially for you! If you have no derogatory credit and a job secured after graduation, you should qualify.

* No Money Down!
* No Payments for 90 Days!

Attractive Rates, Excellent Terms and above all, Guaranteed Pontiac Excitement!

1988 Pontiac Grand Am
NO CASH FROM YOU...
$252.28/month
AM/FM St., tilt whl., pwr. st., custom console, much more.
Sale Price $10,848.00, deferred price of $16,079.20 at 13.5 APR for 60 mo. stk. #s 8-639, 644 & 672.

1988 Pontiac LeMans
NO CASH FROM YOU...
$199.00/month
Custom Air Cond., Pwr. St., Cloth int., & much more.
Sale Price $8,731.09, deferred price of $12,882.40 at 13.5 APR for 60 mo. stk. #s 8-365, 368 & 297.

All vehicles subject to prior sale, price plus tax, lic. and doc. fees.
towards a master's degree in National Security Studies. From there she will go on to law school. Where would she like to be ten years from now? "I'd love to be a state Senator!" She replies emphatically. As for taking part in ASI next year, Mele says that if she is appointed CSSA Representative she will "make sure students are aware of the issues." Like a born leader, she states "I want their opinions."

CLASS OF '88

YOU'RE INVITED TO ATTEND A COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE

WHERE: Orange Show Lincoln Mercury

WHEN: MARCH 1, 1988–DECEMBER 31, 1988

FOR: • PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FROM FORD CREDIT
• $400 CASH BONUS FROM FORD

If you've graduated, or will graduate, with a Bachelor's or advanced degree between October 1, 1987 and January 31, 1989, you're invited to attend a commencement exercise at Orange Show. You may qualify for $400 from Ford and pre-approved credit from Ford Motor Credit Company. To qualify for pre-approved credit, you need: (1) verifiable employment beginning within 120 days after your vehicle purchase; (2) a salary sufficient to cover normal living expenses plus a car payment; and (3) if you have a credit record, it must indicate payment made as agreed.

The $400 from Ford is yours whether you finance or not. Keep it or apply it to the purchase or lease of an eligible Ford or Mercury vehicle.

For all the details, contact us or call Program Headquarters, toll free, at 1-800-321-1536. But hurry. This limited time offer is only available between March 1 and December 31, 1988. So take advantage of the Ford/Mercury College Graduate Purchase Program now.

Ask for George Brewster
### Typing

Pick up and deliver, only to you—home, dorm, classroom or place of business. Dora W. Morris, 792-3998.

**TYPING AND WORD PROCESSING:**

- Academic papers, reports, resumes, transcription. Call Joan at 887-6131.

### Autos For Sale

- '74 Datsun 260z A/C, Stereo, Runs Excel. Best offer must sell! John 881-2599 Days or 880-1089 Eves.
- NISSAN MAXIMA
  - Fully loaded, excellent condition $7500 OBO. Gregg 779-6112.
- MAZDA RX7 GSLSE
  - Excellent Condition, low mileage, $10,000 OBO. KATHY 722-8561.
- 1987 Hyundai GL AM/FM Cass, Air Ext Warr Wht w/ Front Mask $6700 OBO, 862-7606

### Help Wanted

- Looking for a nice place to study near school, but don't mind a little bit of company? I need a babysitter in the eves/weekends for one toddler. References required. 887-3731.

### Autos For Sale

- NISSAN MAXIMA
- MAZDA RX7 GSLSE
- 1987 Hyundai GL AM/FM Cass, Air Ext Warr Wht w/ Front Mask $6700 OBO, 862-7606

### For Rent

- Female Roommate Wanted. Lg. Purr Rm. $360 incl. util. 824-8523 Olivia
- Horse Pasturceland for rent. $55/mo. 824-8523 Olivia
- Studio Apartment For Rent. San Bernardinos. $275/month & $275 sec. dep. Quiet nice area, behind private residence, lady preferred 825-2132.

### Personals

- To the Captain,
  - Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year and also, of course, a gleeful birthday.
  - Mr. Bunny Rabbit
- Lost: Coyote. Answers to the name of Ralph. Very friendly, brown with gray ears, wears suspenders, knee high, stuffed. Misses Friends. Call: 976-WOOF.
- Phil—Hi! Well, I was wondering if maybe—um, well, (this was easier when I practiced it in the mirror), if you might be interested in accompanying me to the Alpha Phi formal? Well? Eagerly awaiting your reply. With love and affection, Tami
- Happy Belated Birthday Lori!!! We hope that your birthday was all that you expected. Remember, the pool never forgets a birthday!!! “US”
- Kim, Thanks for the pizza! The Chronicle Staff

### AUTOMOTIVE SOLUTION

**OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE DOORS FIRST.**

Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop management and leadership skills. Builds your self-confidence. And makes you a desirable candidate in the job market. There's no obligation until your junior year, but stick with it and you'll have what it takes to succeed—while you're in college and once you graduate. Find out more. Call Ely Elefante or Mike Robel at 887-8744 or collect at 714-887-8545.

**ARMY ROTC**

---

### Client Services

**Stop Cramming!**

As low as $12 a month
10% Student/Faculty Discount
Auto Gate System

Your Lock and Key
Burglar Alarm
U-Haul Discount
2nd Month Free

---

**PUZZLE SOLUTION**

```
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HOW TO
MAKE YOUR OWN BUD.

Budweiser

There's no secret to making Budweiser. In fact, we're more than happy to share the recipe with anyone who wants to try their hand at brewing the King of Beers.

First, you'll need the famous Budweiser ingredients. And since your shopping trip will take you around the world, we suggest you charter a plane. You'll need malt from the choicest two-row and six-row barley fields in North America. You'll need select hops like the Hallertau from Germany, the Saaz from Czechoslovakia, the Cascade from Washington State and the Williamette from the Oregon Valley. Your search for the right combination of rice will take you to California, Texas, Mississippi and Louisiana.

Your brewer's yeast must come from a carefully protected, pure strain found only in St. Louis. Of course, you'll need some genuine Beechwood. For that you'll have to trek deep into the Arkansas forest. But you'll save time looking for additives and preservatives, because we don't use either.

Once you've got your ingredients together all you'll need to do is build a sophisticated state-of-the-art brew house, a beechwood aging cellar and a bottling facility. Throw in a few brewmasters who've spent their entire lives in quest of quality. And in about 100 years, you'll be brewing Bud with the best of 'em.